
Is NxGen Right 
for Me?



Are you ready to step into the future? 

Customs automation is right at your fingertips!

NxGen automates the entire process for you. When it’s data in and data out, there’s a 
minimal chance for errors to happen. NxGen lowers the potential for common errors 
and increases accuracy.

Not only does it lower the amount of errors, but NxGen also improves overall 
compliance. Knowledgeable people built the guard rails right from the start, 
guaranteeing everything is right the first time, error-free and fully compliant.

NxGen reduces your time to file and increases your entry speed. This automated 
process reduces the time per entry to under a minute! Typically, one person can do 
40-50 transactions per day. NxGen will boost your productivity and enable you to 
complete double—even triple—the transactions per day. This means that more work 
will be done right the first time with fewer people, allowing you to focus on what’s 
vital to your business.

SSaving time is important, and time is money. NxGen will lower your costs and allow 
you to have more competitive bidding. When you automate your work with NxGen, 
you will save time and money. By passing your savings on to your customers, you will 
win business and beat out the competition.
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Reduce Errors, Increase Compliance

Save Time and Money



Does your freight logistics system have the following?

Powerful ACE capabilities that are easy to use & simple to deploy

Fully Integrated Container Tracking

Customizable Workflow Automation Management Capabilities

The ability to create customer facing portals for transparency and to
centralize communications, documents, reports, dashboard, key 
metrics and container tracking for you and your customers

ComplComplete integration with the Cargo Manifest Query into the file itself 
which eliminates redundant data entry

Integrated auditing of the files and exception reporting to increase 
compliance and speed of  processing

End-to-end world class modular cloud-based system that unifies all 
shipments on one platform, making your logistics document flow 
seamlessly, anytime and anywhere

The capabilitThe capability of being accessed using a computer and web URL

All modules, all covered, from Brokerage, Import/NVOCC, Export, Air 
Export, Ocean AMS, Air AMS, world class Accounting, WO and Trucking 
(Coming Fall 2021!)

The means to seamlessly integrate all the capabilities 
you need to...
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Checklist

Delight your customers and allow 
your people to thrive to be HEROES!
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